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WORKING TOGETHER
ACTIVITIES AT HOME

KS1 | HERO OR ZERO

Dear Parent/Carer
Your child has been working hard on the Values,
Money and Me programme. She/he is bringing
this activity home in the hope you can do some
learning together that they can take back into
school.
The unit we have been working on is called Hero or
Zero. The lessons in this unit are:

Lesson 1:
Sue Lee’s Dilemma

Lesson 2:
Irreplaceable You

Lesson 3:
New to You

Extra Lesson : New to
You (differentiated)

Children will explore a
range of feelings and
skills related to safety
and decision making,
where temptation to
acquire money may be
influencing what they do
or feel.

Children will develop
safety skills in relation
to risky situations
involving the temptation
of money. Children will
explore the emotional
value attached to
sentimental objects.

Children explore the
value and pricing of
second hand items.
They consider how
much monetary value
is lost over time and
the historical and
sentimental value of
items. They consider the
histories of items and
how their usefulness
may alter over time.

Children explore the
value and pricing of
second hand items.
They consider how
much monetary value
is lost over time and
the historical and
sentimental value of
items. They consider the
histories of items and
how their usefulness
may alter over time.
NB: There is a
differentiated version
of this activity for more
able or older children.

We would like you to do the following activities if it is practical (or more if you wish)

•

Read the Hero or Zero interactive story online with your child.

This can be found at: www.valuesmoneyandme.co.uk/teachers/hero-or-zero

•
•

or read the story sheets provided by the teacher.
Try the Sue’s Shopping Calculator activity with your child/family.
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